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Energy and memory efficiency in WSN by star topology 
 






In the wireless sensor network Star network are most popular network in which central node 
is act as like hub. The main advantage of the star network is minimizes the failure of all 
connected node to the central hub it means node can be added or remove easily. A WSN 
system incorporates a gateway that provides wireless connectivity back to the wired world 
and distributed nodes. We are proposing a system detection of clone node on the basis of 
witness node selection Clone create a copy of node including all data. Witness node is 
nothing but randomly selected node in WSN. The system detect the clone node and send the 
information about clone node to the user node. Then user node remove that clone node. For 
that we obtain the node Id information of sensor nodes .If the same node Id is observed by the 
witness node then witness node find the clone node. To overcome this drawback we propose 
star topology.Distributing the network into various  levels and areas makes replicate node 
detection more efficient and the high security is gained  of  witness nodes which are 
communicate to the memory .We also work on different mobility structure under different 
network system. We are using random node for witness. We reduce use of space and energy 
as well as time by finding the shortest path for message passing.  
 
Index Terms WSN,  node replication, , mobility ,Energy consumption ,Security etc 
 
INTRODUCTION 
As we know the wireless sensor network 
have a variety of application. It consists of 
large number of autonomous sensing 
devices that are responsible for monitoring 
the physical and/or environmental 
conditions such as temperature, humidity, 
sound, pressure, motion, vibration, 
pollution etc. of a target area. These 
network are deployed with less security , 
because of  cost effective sensor 
deployment sensor nodes are deployed 
without  protection and security ,if they 
provide the security cost of the system is 
increasing[1] .Thus the attacker launch the 
many attacks in wireless sensor network to 
acquire the critical information from WSN 
or impair the task of WSN.  In the wireless 
sensor network the attacker is compromise 
with one node and insert there duplicate 
data or malicious data that node and create 
a duplicate node. These copied node are 
same as a original nodes and  behaving 
same as original nodes.[4] By using the 
duplicated node attacker can harm to the 
our whole network and it easy for that One 
easy solution on this problem is we can 
remove that sensor but it is 
uneconomically and very expensive. 
Therefore there is  need of create a 
software based solution on these 
replication attack  problem. In existing 
system ring topology is used  they provide 
a solution but they have several drawbacks 
[3].That drawback like single point failure 
and maintenance is also cumbersome. To 
overcome these drawback in our proposed 
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      Fig a) .Star topology  
 
The example where there are some nodes are duplicate nodes, some are witness nodes and 
rest other nodes are sensor nodes 
 
 
    Fig b) Block diagram of System 
 
 
Working of the system 
 In the our proposed system we are using 
the witness node technique to clone 
detection . So witness selection is very 
important task in the system.The security 
of witness is also most necessary think and 
all sensor node should have a equal 
priority to be a witness node in the 
network.The witness node selected with 
minimum communication cost.. The 
communication cost is estimated by using 
shortest path technique. The selection of 
witness node and information sender node 
is random[11]. Witness node are selected 
randomly. For the user node selection any 
node from the network is selected as a user 
node and sending id of that node to the 
whole network .After an user node decided 
they come towards the information sender 
node they are selected randomly any one 
from the system shown in fig c)[7]. In 
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information sender node are sending  
duplicate node information to the user 
node. We find duplicate node by using 
randomized algorithm[5].  Firstly the 
clone detection topology is activated by 
user node.At the same time each node of 
the topology creates there list with the id 
of node.Then node act as a observer node 
for all list which are created from star 
topology and start sending information to 
the witness node.The information of 
duplicate node is with node id. The witness 
node detect the duplicate node or same id 
of node at different location then it send 
the information about duplicate node to 
the information sender node and 
information sender node  send to the user 
node. When user node got information they 
remove the duplicate node[11]. 
 
 




1. Communication cost is less. 
2. Provide security 
3. Easy to use 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented a 
distributed witness node to clone 
detection. We obtained a shortest path for 
information sending to user node to other 
node about the clone node. We also tried 
to remove existing systems some 
drawback. We also provide the security to 
witness node and minimize the 
communication time between user and 
witness node. We are provided security by 
encryption decryption of information 
about duplicate node. 
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